
Dual Bulk Bag Weigh  
Batch Eductor conditions, 
discharges by weight, and 
blends into a liquid stream

Bulk-Bag-To-Bin Weigh 
Batching System discharges, 
de-lumps and feeds material 
gravimetrically

Continuous Loss-of-Weight 
Bulk Bag Unloader allows 
continuous gravimetric 
discharging

Bulk Bag Unloader for 
Pneumatic Conveyors has 
surge hopper with rotary 
airlock feeder for metering 

Sanitary Bulk Bag 
Discharger with patented 
USDA-accepted flow control  
valve cleans rapidly
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Now save time, money and space  
with BULK-OUT® multi-function dischargers

Condition, de-lump, screen, feed, weigh batch, combine with liquids, and convey as you discharge,
with a custom-integrated, performance-guaranteed discharger system from Flexicon

See the full range of fast-payback equipment at flexicon.com: Flexible Screw Conveyors, Tubular Cable Conveyors, Pneumatic Conveying Systems, Bulk Bag Unloaders, Bulk Bag  
Conditioners, Bulk Bag Fillers, Bag Dump Stations, Drum/Box/Container Dumpers, Weigh Batching and Blending Systems, and Automated Plant-Wide Bulk Handling Systems

©2018 Flexicon Corporation. Flexicon Corporation has registrations and pending applications for the trademark FLEXICON throughout the world.
*Patent(s) granted and/or pending.

Bulk Bag Unloader for 
Pneumatic Conveyors has 
surge hopper with non-flow-
through pick-up adapter

Bulk Bag Conditioner-
Unloader loosens solidified 
material, then discharges,  
de-lumps and conveys

Half Frame Unloaders  
with Conveyor or Airlock 
require forklift, eliminating 
cost of upper frame

Combination Bulk Bag 
Discharger and Manual 
Dumping Station has multi-
purpose hopper interface

Split-Frame allows loading  
of bag frame or rigid bins  
onto subframe within 4 in. 
(100 mm) of ceiling

Unlimited configurations:
All Flexicon dischargers are available  

as fully enclosed, dust-free systems with 
durable industrial finishes or in stainless 

steel finished to food, dairy, pharmaceutical 
or industrial standards, and as weigh 

batching systems complete with automated 
controls and pneumatic or mechanical 

conveying systems.

Flexicon Innovations:
•  SPOUT-LOCK® clamp ring*: forms high-integrity 

seal between clean sides of bag and equipment
•  TELE-TUBE® telescoping tube: maintains  

constant downward tension on spout as bag 
empties/elongates, promoting complete discharge 

•  POWER-CINCHER® flow control valve*: allows 
retying of partially empty bags dust-free by 
cinching spout concentrically.
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